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Year 3 and 4 Project Homework 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 

Information for children and parents 

 

Using Google Street View and see if 

you can visit 3 different countries 

where cocoa beans are grown. Can you 

take some screen shots or describe 

the different countries and places you 

‘visited’. 

Write a short story about visiting an incredible chocolate 

factory. Imagine the amazing adventure you could have 

inside. What characters would you meet? How could the 

story end?  

 

With the help of an adult, write a recipe or instructions based 

on making something that contains chocolate (biscuits, buns, 

cake, muffins, chocolate bars). You could make them and show 

them to your class bubble using photographs or media clips-

emailed to school. contact@eastersideacademy.co.uk 

 

Create a poem, rap or song to advertise 

either a well-known or favourite chocolate 

bar or type of sweets - or one that you 

have invented yourself.  

Use a range of materials from 

home to create your own 

amazing model of a chocolate 

bar or sweets that you have 

invented. Can you write a short 

description to go with it?  

Read non- fiction books/use 

the Internet to find out 

about how chocolate is made 

and the history of chocolate 

(it is more exciting than you 

might think!). Show your 

findings in creative and 

interesting ways (leaflet, 

information board, poster).   

Can you create a poster advertising either a famous 

chocolate or type of sweets or one that you have 

invented / created yourself? Remember to make the 

poster eye-catching to make the public / target 

audience want to buy it. Just ask your teacher if you 

need any more advice. 

Enquiry Question: 

What is the Journey of a 

Cacao Bean? 

Science: Think about what humans need 

to keep healthy and grow. 

Can you create a poster to show this?  

Looking after your well-being and mental 

health is super important. Have a go at some of 

these yoga activities… 

Yoga… Cosmic Kids 

https://www.youtube.com/user/CosmicKidsYoga 

 

 

Jigsaw: Cutout two jigsaw pieces. 

Colour a jigsaw piece each for two different puzzles: 

one a representation of what you struggled with during 

lockdown; the other a representation of something you 

are proud of which helped you through it. The whole 

family can join in.  

Well done on starting your Project Homework!   

Over the next half term your task is to complete as many of these ‘Chocolates’ inspired homework 

activities as possible. Once you have completed a homework activity, please bring it into school, 

clearly labelled with your name, to share with your classmates and teacher. Thank you and good luck! 
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